
HOWARD ANNUAL UPDATE
To Our Clients and Friends: 

Together, we thrived in 2018. As we reflect on the year, there were many 
significant items to note. The Trump Administration has settled into office and 
its reforms are having significant effects. The market return has been negligible 
in 2018, down significantly from the gains in 2017. The current administration 
accomplished an initial tax reform – the most significant since 1986. The greatest 
effects of which will be realized in this year. As we look at 2018 in review, let’s 
recapture the primary facts:

•  2018 has seen a considerable uptick in continuing education for professionals 
implementing the effects of the amended tax code. We ensure we are 
knowledgeable and proficient in applying the new laws, so you don’t have  
to worry!

•  Two prominent accounting standards began implementation. One standard 
changed how many businesses recognize and report revenue. The second 
standard changed the accounting practice for leases, and consequently the 
financial reporting layout of assets and liabilities.

We welcome the opportunity to be your trusted advisors in this time of change and uncertainty! And warmly invite you 
to participate in the hearty conversations surrounding the information shared in our annual update, and we welcome 
you to ask the hard questions, so we can find straight answers to your problems. As business owners ourselves, we 
understand the challenges you are faced with when planning for your future success in business, as well as personally. 
We look forward to serving our clients as we navigate through the perils and opportunities of modern American 
business, together.
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2018 Tax Brackets: The TCJA 
includes seven tax brackets, the 
same as the old law, but reduced 
the rates while also expanding the 
income amounts included in each 
bracket. What this means for you is 
more of your income will be taxed 
at lower rates than under the old 
code. The new brackets are: 10%, 
12%, 22%, 24%, 32%, 35%, and 37%.

Standard Deduction & Personal 
Exemptions: Standard Deduction 
was increased to $12,000 for Single 
filers and $24,000 for Married Filing 
Jointly. This increase effectively 
doubled the existing standard 
deduction, allowing more taxpayers 
to claim the standard deduction 
and not itemize their deductions. 
Unfortunately, Personal Exemptions 
have been eliminated beginning in 
2018 tax year.

Medical Expenses: The IRS allows a 
taxpayer to deduct qualified medical 
expenses that exceed 7.5% of the 
adjusted gross income during the 
2018 tax year. Beginning January 
1, 2019, taxpayers may deduct only 
the amount of total unreimbursed 
allowable medical care expenses for 
the year that exceeds 10% of their 
adjusted gross income.

Home Mortgage Interest: Taxpayers 
who purchased their home using 
a mortgage before April 1, 2018 
are grand fathered in under the 
TCJA to take a mortgage interest 
deduction on qualifying debt of up 
to $1 million. Any home purchased 
after this date will have limited 
mortgage interest if the qualifying 
debt exceeds $750,000.

State and Local Tax Deductions: 
Under the TCJA, you are now limited 

on your State 
and Local Tax 
deductions to 
a maximum of 
$10,000. When 
calculating your 
deduction, you 
are allowed 
to take either 
your state 
income tax or 
your property 
taxes plus sales 
tax, limited to 

the $10,000 maximum. Don’t be 
dismayed if your taxes are limited.

Miscellaneous Deductions: The 
TCJA eliminated the miscellaneous 
itemized deductions starting in 
2018. Under the old law, most of 
these deductions were limited to 
2% of your adjusted gross income. 
Because of this threshold, many 
people did not take this deduction. 
Employees with high unreimbursed 
business expenses, high investment 
advisory fees, will need to be aware 
of this change, and plan accordingly 
on their taxes.

Pass-Through Income Deductions: 
Individuals with Qualified Business 
Income (QBI) may benefit from 
the new Section 199A Deduction. 
In short, Section 199A allows for 
a deduction of up to 20% of your 
QBI, offsetting your ordinary 
income. This deduction is taken 
on your individual tax return. The 
phase out for the deduction begins 
at $315,000 for taxpayers filing 
Married Filing Jointly and $157,500 
for taxpayers filing Single. Further 
complex calculations result beyond 
the $315,000 phase out depending 
on the specific taxpayer’s flow-
thru entities and current tax year 
activity. This is one area that will 
require additional discussion 
when preparing your tax return, 
and provides for unique planning 
opportunities to taxpayers.

Child Tax Credit: Taxpayers with 
qualifying children under the age 
of 17 are eligible for a child tax 
credit of $2,000 per child. Phase-
out begins for Single filers at 
$200,000 adjusted gross income 
and $400,000 for those Married  
Filing Jointly.        (continued on page 4)

TAX PLANNING
2018 was an exciting year with the implementation of the Tax Cuts 
and Jobs Act (TCJA). While the IRS is still working on drafting rules 
and regulations and finalizing the Forms everyone will be filing, we 
have been busy analyzing the TCJA to determine which sections will 
most likely affect you. We have provided a summary below of many 
key areas of the new law that may be of interest to you for your 2018 
taxes and planning for the future. 
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2018 has proven to be a thought-provoking year 
for both our audit team members and clients alike 
as we navigate the implementation of the far-
reaching revenue recognition and lease-accounting 
standards. We have spent considerable effort staying 
abreast of the many proposed accounting standards 
updates, as they relate to your businesses’ financial 
results. Following are some of the most significant 
accounting changes:

•  Revenue recognition: The standard affects all 
entities of all types once fully implemented. The 
standard aims to align the revenue recognition 
requirements with the underlying economic 
realities of such transactions. The standard 
requires companies to determine all deliverables 
to a customer and requires more detailed 
financial disclosures, effectively redefining 
how we evaluate contracts to determine 
the appropriate point to recognize revenue. 
Some industries will remain unchanged, even 
after adoption of the new standard; however, 
long-term revenue contracts will result in 
modifications of amounts previously recognized 
as revenues. The standard has presented 
obstacles in the application itself, and in 
preparing to present comparative financial data 
for year-ends beginning after December 15, 2018.

•  Leases: This standard was adopted and began 
preparation for implementation in 2019. The 
standard will affect every entity that enters 
into a long-term lease agreement (longer 
than 12 months) and even existing long-term 
lease agreements. The standard requires long-
term leases to be recorded as assets, with 
an offsetting liability for the present value 
of the remaining lease obligation. Rather 
than recognizing lease expense, entities will 
now record a combination of depreciation 
and interest expense on the profit-and-loss 
statement. The standard is accompanied by 
increased disclosure requirements, and the 
potential to affect debt covenants, treatment of 
related party leases, and renewal options as well 
as many other items. 

•  Other changes: There were additional changes 
made in 2018 that could be significant but that 
have a narrower application in terms of who 
might be affected:

      -  Intangibles: clients accounting for 
implementation costs incurred in a cloud 
computing arrangement

      -  Changes to disclosure requirements for 
Employee Benefit Plans

      -  Fair Value: changes to the disclosure 
requirements for Fair Value Measurement

      -  Not-for-Profit: clarifying the scope and 
accounting guidance for contributions received 
and contributions made, as well as liquidity 
and other disclosures

      -  Income Taxes: results of the new tax law and its 
effect on companies

The above items are expected to have significant 
impact on financial reporting and recognition. 
The Howard assurance team is always available to 
address your questions or concerns regarding new 
standards, or updates to pre-existing standards that 
may be relevant to your unique circumstances.

A C C O U N T I N G & REPORTING UPDATE



2019 TAX DEADLINES

Individual Returns:  
April 15, 2019 
Extended to October 15, 2019

Partnership Returns:  
March 15, 2019 
Extended to September 16, 2019

Trust and Estate Income Tax Returns:  
April 15, 2019 
Extended to September 30, 2019

C Corporation Returns:  
April 15, 2019 
Extended to October 15, 2019

S Corporation Returns:  
March 15, 2019 
Extended to September 16, 2019

Howard, LLP Notice: this publication is intended to communicate general information for discussion purposes only, and you should not, therefore, interpret the 
statements to be tax, accounting or other professional advice or rely on the statements for any purpose.

(Tax Planning continued)

The credit is no longer available 
beyond the adjusted gross income 
of $240,000 and $440,000 for 
Single filers and Married Filing 
Jointly filers, respectively. The 
TCJA doubled the amount of the 
credit, and greatly expanded the 
phase-out limitations, allowing 
more taxpayers to claim the credit 
beginning in 2018. 

Alternative Minimum Tax (ATM): 
While the TCJA was being debated, 
there were many calls for the full 
repeal of the Alternative Minimum 
Tax. While it was not repealed, the 
TCJA significantly increased the 
phase-out amount to $1 million for 
Married Filing Jointly taxpayers, and 
$500,000 for Single taxpayers. This 
change will affect many taxpayers 

who were previously subject to this 
second tax structure, allowing them 
to avoid the AMT entirely.

Affordable Care Act: Taxpayers 
are currently penalized with a 2.5% 
on total household adjusted gross 
income for the 2018 tax year. The 
TCJA has, however, eliminated this 
penalty tax beginning 2019.

Corporate Tax Rate: Corporate rates 
have been drastically reduced to a 
flat tax rate of 21% from the previous 
graduated federal tax rate of up to 
35%. This rate will be effective for 
corporations whose tax year begins 
after January 1, 2018. Unlike most 
of the new law, 21% tax rate is a 
permanent change.

Estate Tax: The lifetime exemption 
for a taxpayer’s estate and gift tax 

increased to $11 million for a Single 
filer and $22 million for a married 
couple, which allows for more 
optimization of reducing estate tax 
for those individuals with estates 
below these thresholds.

This is just a snapshot of the many 
changes included in the law. There 
are many other areas that will take a 
more in-depth discussion, including 
Opportunity Zones for real estate 
investments, Net Operating Loss 
limitations, and the new “excess 
business losses” rules.

We would love to meet with you 
to discuss how the TCJA will 
affect you, and discuss planning 
opportunities that may be available 
to you.

Want more updates from the financial front?

Keep in touch with Howard to hear the latest news and updates 
about our firm through:

linkedin.com/company/howard-cpas

twitter.com/howard_cpas

facebook.com/howardcpas

Howard Insights:  
howard-cpas.com/news
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